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Superintendent: so i would include that in my motion. Carl: there are other things that also you need to make findings that as how to redistrict is not the only thing that takes place within the minority group that they tend to vote similarly interested in outcomes in most areas domain. Superintendent: with my motion i said based on the info given to us today i would make the motion to make to redistricting within this group on the basis of the totality of the circumstances. Carl: you should maybe identify one more besides these two that there does exist a white voting block that usually beats the minority group. My suggestion would be consistent with the info. I think those three things in review are necessary. The following statements were given by some of the supervisors: Jerry Engdahl expressed the following: 1. For many decades, PC has been divided by race. 2. The current redistricting is a means to redistrict the county, to redistrict the county, NRD or any other election occurring within the county. I'm not sure why we are inundated with irrelevant information that doesn't pertain to supervisor districts. 3. To make a motion to redistrict the county, Supervisor: my reason only; to ensure that each countyboard member represents about the same number of constituents. It has been used to cure any real of perceived social injustice. 2. County redistricting is not used to affect school board boundaries. 3. To make a motion to redistrict the county, Supervisor: my reason only; to ensure that each countyboard member represents about the same number of constituents. It has been used to cure any real of perceived social injustice. 2. County redistricting is not used to affect school board boundaries. 3. To make a motion to redistrict the county, Supervisor: my reason only; to ensure that each countyboard member represents about the same number of constituents. It has been used to cure any real of perceived social injustice. 2. County redistricting is not used to affect school board boundaries. 3. To make a motion to redistrict the county, Supervisor: my reason only; to ensure that each countyboard member represents about the same number of constituents. It has been used to cure any real of perceived social injustice. 2. County redistricting is not used to affect school board boundaries. 3. To make a motion to redistrict the county, Supervisor: my reason only; to ensure that each countyboard member represents about the same number of constituents. It has been used to cure any real of perceived social injustice. 2. County redistricting is not used to affect school board boundaries. 3. To make a motion to redistrict the county, Supervisor: my reason only; to ensure that each countyboard member represents about the same number of constituents. It has been used to cure any real of perceived social injustice. 2. County redistricting is not used to affect school board boundaries. 3. To make a motion to redistrict the county, Supervisor: my reason only; to ensure that each countyboard member represents about the same number of constituents. It has been used to cure any real of perceived social injustice. 2. County redistricting is not used to affect school board boundaries.
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